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1. Introduction 

Primary angle-closure glaucoma (PACG) is a common form of glaucoma in Asia (Foster & 
Johnson, 2001). It is associated with a high risk of visual loss (Congdon et al., 1992; Foster et 
al., 1996). PACG was estimated to blind 5 times more people than primary open-angle 
glaucoma (Quigley et al. 2001). The original concept of primary angle closure glaucoma was 
a pupil- block angle-closure mechanism occurring in predisposed eyes with shallow anterior 
chamber angles. Peripheral iridectomy prevents the progression of primary angle closure 
glaucoma (Lowe, 1964). However, many patients experienced recurrent angle-closure 
glaucoma attacks after iridectomy (Wand et al., 1977). The occurrence of narrow angle in 
eyes with relatively normal depth in the anterior chamber and a relatively flat iris plane had 
been noted as early as 1940 (Gradle & Sugar, 1940). Chandler presented the case of a patient 
with repeated intermittent angle-closure glaucoma attacks despite a patent iridectomy, who 
was successfully treated with pilocarpine (Wand et al., 1977). Those cases were considered 
to be different from ordinary cases of narrow angle glaucoma. They were particularly found 
 

 

Fig. 1. Plateau iris configuration. Ultrasound biomicroscopy image shows a flat iris plane ( ) 

accompanied by a narrow or closed anterior chamber angle. Plateau iris configuration is 

caused by anteriorly located ciliary processes ( ), which close the ciliary sulcus and provide 

support to the peripheral iris 
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in younger patients in whom a peripheral iridectomy is often ineffective. These patients had 

a flat iris and a narrow angle secondary to an abrupt angulation at the root of the iris. This 

iris shape was called a plateau iris configuration.  

The concept of the plateau iris was introduced in a publication by Shaffer (Shaffer, 1960). 

Primary angle closure includes those that are caused by a pupillary block and plateau iris 

configuration (Tarongoy et al., 2009). 

2. Plateau iris configuration and plateau iris syndrome 

Wand et al. reported that the plateau iris syndrome should be differentiated from the 

plateau iris configuration, to avoid confusion. Native plateau iris configuration refers to a 

preoperative (iridectomy or iridotomy) condition, in which angle-closure glaucoma is 

confirmed by gonioscopy, but the iris is flat and the anterior chamber is not shallow (Wand 

et al., 1977). One third of all patients demonstrating primary angle closure were estimated to 

have plateau iris configuration (Kumar et al., 2009, Mochizuki et al., 2010). 

Plateau iris syndrome refers to the development of angle closure in an eye with plateau iris 

configuration. The intraocular pressure (IOP) increases because of angle closure after 

pupillary dilation. Plateau iris configuration can be diagnosed before iridotomy. However, 

plateau iris syndrome is normally diagnosed after laser iridotomy. Plateau iris syndrome is 

rare. Less than 10 % of all patients with primary angle closure are considered to have 

plateau iris syndrome.  

The prevalence of angle closure attack in plateau iris syndrome is not known. 

 

  

Fig. 2. Slit lamp photograph of an eye with a re-attack of acute closer attack and the patient’s 
opposite eye. Right eye; Pupil is dilated after the second attack. Left eye; The laser iridotomy 

hole (

 

 ) is observed at 10 o’clock 

The right eye developed acute closed-angle attack on December 2005. After successful 

treatment by laser iridotomy patients had a re-attack on October 2006. This patient underwent 

cataract surgery for the relief of the angle closure attack. Cataract surgery stabilized the IOP 

in the right eye. 

Plateau iris syndrome is classified into two groups. Complete syndrome has a high plateau 

and covers the chamber angle after dilation and causes elevation of the IOP. Incomplete 

Syndrome partially covers the chamber angle after dilation of the pupil. The IOP will not 

elevate after dilating the pupil. However, the peripheral anterior synechia (PAS) increases 
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over time (Wand et al., 1977). Many people tend to confuse incomplete plateau syndrome 

with plateau iris configuration. 

 

  

                                Right eye                                                                 Left eye 

Fig. 3. Ultrasound biomicroscopy image of Figure 2 

3. Diagnosis 

3.1 Gonioscopic findings 

Generally, the diagnosis of a plateau iris configuration is based on typical gonioscopic 
findings. A plateau iris configuration is defined as a flat iris plane accompanied by a narrow 
or closed anterior chamber angle. Some patients with a plateau iris configuration show an 
increased intraocular pressure after the pupils are dilated by angle closure even after laser 
iridotomy.  
Indentation gonioscopy of eyes with a plateau iris configuration following patent iridotomy 
reveals a sine-shaped curve of the iris surface. Indentation presses the iris surface backward. 
The deepest point of indentation is not at the iris periphery, but at approximately two- 
thirds of the distance between the center of the pupil and the iris root. The iris rises again 
from this point to the site of appositional closure. This shape is called a double hump sign. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Double hump sign after indentation 
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A double hump sign observed on indentation gonioscopy was strongly correlated with the 
presence of a plateau iris, and is, therefore a useful indicator of a plateau iris configuration. 
Therefore, a plateau iris configuration can be detected in many cases, without using a UBM 
(Kiuchi et al., 2009; Ritch, 1992). 

3.2 Ultrasound biomicroscopy (UBM) findings 

UBM provides detailed sub surface images of the angle region. This method showed that 
plateau iris configuration is caused by anteriorly located ciliary processes, which close the 
ciliary sulcus and provide support to the peripheral iris (Roberts et al., 2008). The ciliary 
processes were situated anteriorly in all the plateau iris configuration patients in 
comparison to the position in normal subjects and in patients with angle closure caused by 
pupillary block. The ciliary processes provide structural support beneath the peripheral iris, 
preventing the iris root from falling away from the trabecular meshwork after iridotomy 
(Pavlin et al., 1992). 
Observation with a slit lamp causes miosis and thus the iris becomes thinner. An 
unintentional indentation and/or miosis induced by the slit-lamp light might prevent the 
identification of appositional angle closure during regular gonioscopic examination (Sakata 
et al., 2006). The importance of the diagnosis of plateau iris configuration by UBM resides in 
the fact that the plateau iris configuration can be detected without any interference from the 
effect of the lighting. Provocative tests were not usually helpful for detecting plateau iris 
syndrome (Ritch et al., 2009).  

4. Gender and age 

Women from Japan, Israel, Finland, and Thailand showed a consistently more frequent 
occurrence of PACG (Yamamoto et al., 2005). One study found no sexual predisposition for 
plateau iris configuration (Ritch, 1992). Others report that most patients with plateau iris 
were female and younger than those with pupillary block. The average age of the patients 
studied by Diniz et al. was 60.1 years old (Diniz et al., 2010). This is consistent with the 
results of the study by Mandell et al (Mandell et al., 2003), in which the plateau iris 
configuration patients averaged 57.5 years old.  
Ritch, et al. evaluated the findings in patients 40 years of age or younger with angle closure. 
Sixty-seven patients (49 females, 18 males) met the entry criteria. Plateau iris configuration 
was found in 35 patients (52.2%) (Ritch et al., 2003). 
On the other hand, the prevalence of PACG significantly increases with age in population 
based epidemiological studies (Yamamoto et al., 2005). Pupillary block angle closure is a 
disease of older persons, peaking in incidence between 55 and 70 years of age (Suzuki et al., 
2008).  

4.1 Prevalence of plateau iris configuration 

Kumar et al. used standardized UBM criteria and found plateau iris in about one third of 
PACS eyes after laser iridotomy (Kumar et al., 2008, 2009). Mochizuki et al. conducted a 
study under the same criteria used by Kumar et al. to determine the prevalence of plateau 
iris configurations in acute angle-closure, chronic angle-closure glaucoma, and open-angle 
glaucoma eyes using ultrasound biomicroscopy The study included fellow eyes from 27 
acute angle-closure patients, 26 open-angle glaucoma patients, and 26 chronic angle-closure 
glaucoma patients with no history of acute angle-closure. Plateau iris configurations were 
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found in the opposite eyes of 10 (37.0%) of 27 patients with acute angle-closure, 9 (34.6%)of 
26 patients with chronic angle-closure glaucoma, and 5 (19.2%) of 26 patients with open-
angle glaucoma (Mochizuki et al., 2010). Filho also reported that plateau iris configuration in 
10.2% of patients with open-angle glaucoma (Diniz Fiho et al., 2010). The clinical 
significance of plateau iris configurations in open-angle glaucoma eyes is unclear. Open-
angle glaucoma eyes do not have plateau iris configurations high enough to occlude the 
trabecular meshwork, which is associated with the elevation of IOP or other clinical events. 
However, lower plateau iris configuration may become higher over time due to increased 
thickness and anterior movement of the lens, which would consequently result in angle 
closure. 

4.2 Prevalence of plateau iris syndrome 

Cases of recurrent angle-closure glaucoma after iridectomy, as a result of plateau iris 
syndrome are relatively rare. Plateau iris syndrome is believed to constitute a small 
percentage of eyes with plateau iris configuration. A study of eyes that had experienced 
angle-closure episodes was conducted to determine the relative frequency of plateau iris 
syndrome. All of the patients had undergone peripheral iridectomy. The IOP increased 
more than 8 mmHg after topical application of homatropine in 4 (6.2%)of the 65 eyes. Those 
4 eyes were classified as the iris plateau type of angle –closure glaucoma (Godel et al., 1968). 
Saitoh reported that five of 50 iridectomized PACG eyes developed complete closure of the 
angle with an increase in the IOP exceeding 10 mmHg following the administration of 
homatropine which acts on the sphincter muscle located at the pupillary margin. However, 
those 5 subjects did not show IOP elevation after topical application of phenilephrine 
hydrochloride (alpha adrenergic stimulator) Phenilephrine acts on the iris dilator muscle 
which is located just above the iris pigment epithelium. Homatropine and phenilephrine act 
on different muscles in the iris, and the difference in the distribution of the dilator muscle 
and the sphincter muscle causes the different morphological changes in the iris after 
application of the midriatic agents. This may explain the difference in IOP response after 
dilation of pupil by midriatic agents (Saitoh, 1974). 

4.3 Biometrics of plateau iris configuration 

Historically, plateau iris configuration is regarded as angle closure with normal anterior 
chamber depth and flat iris plane. Mandel et al. reported that all plateau iris configuration 
eyes showed biometric parameters that were completely different for those of normal eyes, 
except for the peripheral iris thickness at 500 μm from the scleral spur. The eyes with 
plateau iris configuration showed a shallower anterior chamber depth than normal eyes 
(Mandell et al., 2003). The mean anterior chamber depth in patients with plateau iris 
syndrome (2.04 +/- 0.30 mm) was significantly smaller than the hypothesized normal 
anterior chamber depth (3 mm). The mean anterior chamber depth in patients with 
pupillary block (2.17 +/- 0.30 mm) was also significantly smaller than the hypothesized 
normal anterior chamber depth. Although a review of the literature suggested that patients 
with plateau iris had a normal or deeper axial anterior chamber depth in comparison to 
those with pupillary block, the mean anterior chamber depth in patients with plateau iris 
syndrome was significantly smaller than the anterior chamber depth in patients with 
pupillary block in the report by Mandell et al (Mandell et al., 2003). 
There is one more report related to the biometrics of plateau iris configuration. Kiuchi et al. 
reported that patients with plateau iris configuration had deeper anterior chamber and 
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longer axial length than chronic angle closure patients without plateau iris configuration 
(Kiuchi et al., 2009). Further study is necessary to clarify this issue. 

4.4 Changes in the biometrics of plateau iris configuration after intervention 

Palvin et al. used ultrasound biomicroscopy to image angles in the dark, in the light, and 
following pilocarpine administration to clarify factors that produce angle opening changes 
in this syndrome. Changes in angle opening in dark and light were solely related to changes 
in iris thickness. Their results were consistent with the concept that the space between the 
ciliary processes and trabecular meshwork constitutes a passageway of fixed dimension. An 
increase in iris thickness resulted in a decrease in angle opening, and a decrease in iris 
thickness resulted in an increase in angle opening. Angle closure occured if the iris thickness 
fills the space between the ciliary processes and the trabecular meshwork (Pavlin & Foster, 
1999). 

5. The cause of plateau iris configuration 

The cause of the plateau iris configuration is not known. The anomaly of the pars plicata 
position could be developmental or acquired. Ciliary processes develop during the 24th 
week of embryogenesis and initially overlap the trabecular meshwork but later recede to a 
position behind the scleral spur. This repositioning is thought to be due to a differential 
growth rate of the various tissue elements. The specific features of the ciliary processes in 
the eyes with plateau iris might be due to the failure of the ciliary processes to separate from 
the posterior iris surface. The displacement of the pars plicata from the peripheral iris to the 
iris root during embryogenesis may be incomplete in eyes with a shorter axial length. 
However, incomplete cleavage between the iris and ciliary body is unlikely (Razeghinejad & 
Kamali-Sarvestani, 2007; Tran et al., 2003). 
Tran and associates (Tran et al., 2003) examined the anterior segments of 6 patients with 
plateau iris syndrome before and after cataract surgery. They found that irido-ciliary 
apposition persisted after extracapsular cataract extraction, thus indicating that the age 
related growth of the lens (i.e., acquired changes in the zonular fibers stretched by cataract 
formation) does not induce a reversible anterior pulling and or rotation of the ciliary body 
processes.  
Etter investigated the prevalence of plateau iris syndrome in the first-degree relatives of 
patients affected with plateau iris syndrome. They found a high prevalence of plateau iris 
configuration in family members of patients with plateau iris syndrome. Five of the 10 
participating patients (50%) were found to have at least 1 first-degree family member with 
plateau iris configuration. The presence of plateau iris configuration in successive 
generations, where there was not consanguineous marriage, therefore suggested that it 
might be inherited in an autosomal dominant manner with incomplete penetrance (Etter et 
al., 2006). 

6. Differential diagnosis 

6.1 Iris cyst 

Tanihara et al. reported a case of high, broad, peripheral anterior synechiae caused by 
multiple, bilateral iridociliary cysts. The peripheral anterior synechia extended to the 
corneal endothelium beyond Schwalbe's line. Ultrasound biomicroscopic imaging showed  
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that multiple, bilateral iridociliary cysts causes elevation of the iris structure (Tanihara et al., 

1997). This report showed that an iris cyst could cause the pseudo-plateau configuration. 

The incidence and sector distribution of ciliary body cysts in normal subjects is not low. A 

UBM study conducted by Kunimatsu et al. showed that cysts were detected in 63 (54.3%) of 

the 116 subjects. The number and diameter of the cysts decreased with age. Gender and 

refractive error did not affect the incidence and distribution. A significant bilateral 

correlation was found in the number, incidence, and distribution of ciliary body cysts 

(Kunimatsu et al., 1999). There was a high prevalence of iris cysts in young subjects. 

Younger subjects with a bumpy peripheral iris have a higher likelihood of a diagnosis of 

pseudo-plateau iris (Shukla et al., 2008). 

6.2 Others 

Any disorder that causes swelling of the ciliary body or forward rotation of the ciliary body 

can create a pseudo-plateau iris configuration. Sulfa based compounds like 

hydrochlorothiazide, oral acetazolamide, supra ciliary effusions and ciliary body thickening 

after scleral buckling procedures can cause ciliary swelling and precipitate angle closure 

glaucoma.(Geason & Perkins, 1995; Palvin et al., 1997; Tripathi et al., 2003) 

7. Management 

7.1 Miotics  

Miotic therapy is one option for plateau iris configuration. One drop of pilocarpine causes 

significant changes in the anterior eye segment morphology. This decreases the pupillary 

diameter and the iris thickness (Németh et al., 1996-1997). A single drop of 2% pilocarpine is 

an effective agent for thinning the iris and opening the angle in plateau iris syndrome. The 

ability to visualize the degree of angle opening produced by pilocarpine can be helpful in 

predicting the efficacy of this therapy (Pavlin and Foster, 1999). There are two problems 

associated with pilocarpine treatment for glaucoma associated with plateau iris 

configuration. Most patients are relatively young in age in comparison to the usual angle-

closure glaucoma patients, and therefore, are unhappy with pilocarpine- induced myopia 

and miosis. These side effects may decrease the compliance (adherence) to the medical 

therapy. 

Yasuda et al. examined the long-term effects of topical pilocarpine on IOP control in 

primary angle-closure glaucoma without iridectomy. Six (43%) out of 14 eyes with acute 

PACG under topical pilocarpine therapy had re-attacks while one eye (7%) developed 

increased IOP. Twelve of 47 fellow eyes of patients with acute PACG (26%) developed acute 

attacks while 3 eyes (6%) showed increased IOP. They concluded that long-term medical 

therapy for PACG is unsatisfactory. A single drop of pilocarpine works only for 6 hours. 

Short acting duration of pilocarpine and poor compliance (adherence) may play some role in 

this result. They included all types of angle closure glaucoma in their study. Patients with 

plateau iris configuration might yield the same results (Yasuda & Kageyama, 1988). 

7.2 Laser treatment 
7.2.1 Laser iridotomy  

Laser iridotomy (LI) is the appropriate treatment for angle closure glaucoma due to primary 
pupillary block. UBM studies in patients with pupillary block glaucoma post-LI 
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demonstrated substantial increases in the anterior chamber angle aperture following laser 
iridotomy. Previous studies have also shown that in eyes with an acute attack, the angle 
widened in the first 2 weeks after LI, but did not change thereafter over 1 year, and the 
amount of peripheral anterior synechia (PAS) remained stable throughout. The results 
indicate the effectiveness of LI in preventing progressive closure of the angle in the first year 
after the angle closure attack (Porikoff et al., 2005). However, laser iridotomy is insufficient 
to treat glaucoma associated with plateau iris. Many patients with a patent iridotomy hole 
experienced acute angle-closed attacks. Polikoff et al. also examined the effect of laser 
iridotomy on anterior segment anatomy of patients with plateau iris configuration. 
Iridotomy will remove any contribution from pupillary block in these patients, but the angle 
will remain narrow because the anteriorly positioned ciliary processes prevent the 
peripheral iris from moving posteriorly. This report also showed that pupil block and 
plateau iris configuration coexists in many cases (Polikoff et al., 2005). Approximately one of 
three of the eyes showed PAS progression during a 3-year follow-up period after LI. The 
probability of progression was found to be high in the eyes that exhibited plateau iris (Choi 
& Kim, 2005). These data show that laser iridotomy alone is not an effective treatment for 
glaucoma with plateau iris configuration. 

7.2.2 Argon laser peripheral iridoplasty 

Argon laser peripheral iridoplasty can effectively eliminate residual appositional closure 
after laser iridotomy caused by plateau iris syndrome, and the effect is maintained for years. 
Argon laser iridoplasty may also prove valuable in the treatment of plateau-like iris 
configuration resulting from iridociliary cysts (Crowston et al., 2005). Rich et al. documented 
the long-term effect of argon laser iridoplasty in patients with plateau iris syndrome. A total 
of 26 argon laser iridoplasty procedures were performed in 23 eyes of 14 patients. The angle 
remained open in 20 of 23 (87.0%) eyes after only 1 treatment with Argon laser iridoplasty 
over a follow-up period of 78.9 ± 8.0 months (range, 72–188 months). They concluded that 
Argon laser iridoplasty could effectively eliminate residual appositional closure after laser 
iridotomy caused by plateau iris syndrome (Ritch et al., 2004). However, there are no other 
reports that indicate the effectiveness of laser peripheral iridoplasty. 

7.2.3 Cataract surgery 

Hayashi showed that the anterior chamber depth and angle width in angle closure 
glaucoma eyes approximates that of POAG eyes and control eyes without glaucoma after 
phaco-emulsification and posterior chamber intraocular lens implantation (Hayashi et al., 
2000). They thought that these changes contribute to the significant IOP reduction seen in 
the postoperative follow-up period of 12 months. Tran et al. evaluated the ultrasound 
biomicroscopic appearance of the anterior segment before and after cataract extraction in 
eyes with plateau iris syndrome. None of the six eyes with plateau iris syndrome in their 
study showed a change in the configuration of the ciliary body after IOL implantation. 
However, the anterior chamber depth increased and the angle opened further after cataract 
surgery. The persistent iridociliary apposition after cataract surgery suggests that the iris 
and pars plicata appear to move together (Tran et al., 2003). Nonaka et al. reported cataract 
surgery for angle closure including plateau configuration opened the angle concomitant 
with attenuation of the anterior positioning of the ciliary processes. Cataract surgery would 
contribute to postoperative widening of the angle not only by completely removing the lens 
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volume and pupillary block, but also by attenuating the anterior positioning of the ciliary 
processes in eyes with primary angle closed eyes (Nonaka et al., 2006). There are currently 
no randomized controlled trials supporting the use of clear lens extraction as the treatment 
of choice for PACG. However, the potential of obtaining some benefit from this procedure is 
considered to be biologically plausible (Thomas et al., 2011). 
Phacoemulsification and goniosynechialysis (PEGS) is also effective in managing acute and 
subacute primary angle closure including patients plateau iris (Harasymowycz et al., 2005). 
Topical application of miotic agents, laser peripheral iridoplasty and cataract surgery seem 
to be effective for glaucoma with plateau iris configuration. There is a lack of well-designed, 
randomized, controlled trials to assess the effect as a therapeutic modality for glaucoma 
with plateau iris configuration, because the occurrence of plateau iris is relatively rare. 

8. Conclusions  

A plateau iris configuration is defined as a flat iris plane accompanied by a narrow or closed 
anterior chamber angle. Pathological and physiological data of plateau iris configuration 
and plateau iris syndrome are increasing. However, we do not have enough information 
related to plateau iris configuration and syndrome to manage them. The prognosis of this 
disorder compared to pupillary block angle closure glaucoma also remains to be elucidated. 
There are no quantitative diagnosis criteria, yet. This condition confuse the interpretation of 
the data appeared at the journals. The best therapeutic protocol should be established in 
future. New imaging technology will help us to obtain the new information. 
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